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Skills Practice 1ab)
Exploring Inertia

DATASHEET C.i

Inertia is a property of all matter, from small particles of dust to enormous
planets and stars. In this lab, you will investigate the inertia of various shapes and
kinds of matter. Keep in mind that each investigation requires you to either
c)'l"~"'t~c)\.\\.~c)"'t~~ \.\\.~ c)'C)~~~\:'2>\1\~n,\.a..

OBJECTIVES
Observe several effects of inertia.
Describe how balanced and unbalanced forces affect the motion of objects.

MATERIALS
Station 1

• egg, hard-boiled

Station 2

• egg, raw

• card, index

• coin
• cup, plastic

•
SAFETY INFORMATION ~ ~

Station 1: Magic Eggs

i
1
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ASK A QUESTION

1. There are two unmarked eggs at this station. The masses of the two eggs are
about the same. Without breaking them open, how can you tell which egg is
raw and which egg is hard-boiled?

FORM A HYPOTHESIS
2. Before you do anything to either egg, make some predictions about how the

eggs will spin and stop.
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IExploring Inertia continued

TEST THE HYPOTHESIS

3. First, spin one egg. Then, place your finger on it gently to make it stop
spinning. Record your observations.

4. Repeat step 3 with the second egg.

5. Compare your predictions with your observations. (Repeat steps 3 and 4
if necessary.)

6. Which egg is hard-boiled and which one is raw? Explain.

ANALYZE THE RESULTS

7. Explaining Events Explain why the eggs behave differently when you spin
them even though they should have the same inertia,

. .$

DRAW CONCLUSIONS

8. Drawing Conclusions Explain why the eggs react differently when you try to
stop them.

Station 2: Coin in a Cup
PROCEDURE

9. At this station, you will find a coin, an index card, and a plastic cup. Place the
card over the cup. Then, place the coin on the card over the center of the cup.
Look at the illustration of the setup in your book.
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10. Write down a method for getting the coin into the cup without touching the
coin and without lifting the card.

11. Try your method. If it doesn't work, try again until you find a method that
does work.
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ANALYZE THE RESULTS
12. Describing Events Use Newton's first law of motion to explain why the coin

falls into the cup if you remove the card quickly .

.._-_._-----
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DRAW CONCLUSIONS

13. en cfj g ons Exc'air . hv
even houz the coin h inertia.

ue~\o~ _\It ~od \5. 0PD''dr ~ ~o+h .QC~'Vi+\e\i'7»
ILl.Applymg conduslons Both moving anJ nonmoving objects have inertia. ,.,;,f

Explain why throwing a bowling ball and catching a thrown bowling ball
are hard.
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BIG IDEA QUESTION
'S..Evaluating Results Explain your observations in the lab in terms of balanced

and unbalanced forces. When were the forces on the objects balanced? What
happened when the forces became unbalanced? Suggest three other items
that could be used in this experiment.
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